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Abstract – Amateur astronomers operating small telescopes accumulate a larger amount of observational

time of Solar System planets than the ensemble of professional telescopes. Over the last 15 years,
advancements in low-cost fast acquisition cameras and image software processing tools have pushed
forward the scientific analysis of these observations thanks to a sustained increase in quality and spatial
resolution. The high temporal coverage attained by amateur astronomers collaborating with scientists
allows detecting rare events in the atmospheres of different planets. In particular, high-atmosphere
phenomena in Mars, possibly caused by solar activity, and meteor impacts in Jupiter have been observed
serendipitously in the last decade. Here we review the contribution of amateur astronomers to these two
fields. Coronal Mass Ejections arriving to Mars under favorable observing conditions can be predicted
after observations of the Sun, and their possible effect on Mars upper atmosphere can be monitored with
small telescopes. Impacts in Jupiter of two different classes can be discovered by amateur astronomers:
intermediate size impacts big enough to leave a debris field on its atmosphere (150-m size objects before
the impact), and fireballs caused by objects of 5–20 m producing short-lived flashes in video observations
of the planet. In this regard, we present a software tool designed to analyze video observations of Jupiter
and Saturn that should help to find new impact flashes on the giant planets.
Keywords: Mars / Sun: coronal mass ejections (CMEs) / Jupiter / meteors, meteoroids

1 Introduction
Amateur astronomers operating small-size telescopes contribute to the regular observation of the Solar System with
high-quality data and with far more observing time than the
combination of all professional telescopes. The involvement
of many amateur observers in scientific studies of the Solar
System is experiencing a large increase in terms of number
of publications and range of topics (Mousis et al., 2014).
Advancements in low-cost amateur instrumentation have produced notable results in terms of data quality. In particular,
amateur astronomers regularly obtain high-resolution images
of the planets using a variant of the lucky-imaging technique
(Law et al., 2006; Mendikoa et al., 2014). Fast video cameras
are used to observe the planets obtaining thousands of short
*
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exposure frames that freeze the effects of the atmospheric seeing. The best frames are selected by software tools popular in
the amateur community such as AutoStakkert (Kraaikamp,
2016) and stacked into high signal to noise ratio images. The
stacks are processed with either high-pass filters or wavelet
sharpening software resulting in enhanced images (Mousis
et al., 2014). Consequently, public repositories of amateur
images of the planets are now widely used by professional
astronomers to complement or guide their observations with
professional telescopes (Hueso et al., 2010a, 2018a). One of
the key contributions of amateur astronomers is their capacity
to obtain large amounts of observations sampling the timedomain with a high temporal cadence from the collaboration
of many individual observers. Therefore, amateur astronomers
can discover unexpected or unpredictable events in Solar
System science serendipitously even though many planets have
dedicated space missions orbiting them. For instance, the onset
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of atmospheric disturbances in the giant planets is generally
discovered by amateur astronomers (Mousis et al., 2014 present
several examples). Here we cover two very different topics
related with possible space weather in Mars and impacts in
Jupiter with a common link in the fundamental contribution
to both topics from amateur astronomers.
In March and April 2012 two bright, extremely highaltitude plumes were observed by amateur astronomers at the
Martian terminator (the day-night boundary) over a period of
10 days in each event. The altitude of these features was
200–250 km above the surface, and, thus, well into the ionosphere and the exosphere (Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2015). Their
occurrence has been proposed to be caused by space weather
effects linked to the arrival of Coronal Mass Ejections (CMEs)
to Mars (Andrews et al., 2016). Although this possibility
remains not fully demonstrated, other options, like upwelling
of dust from the surface, condensing clouds or exogenous
interplanetary dust seem even less likely (Andersson et al.,
2015; Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2015) and more observations of
these type of events are required to understand their nature.
In July 2009 Jupiter was hit by an object with an estimated
size of 500-m (Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2010) that left a dark
debris field on the atmosphere. This impact was first observed
by an amateur astronomer, Anthony Wesley (Australia), and
quickly followed-up by Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations (Hammel et al., 2010) and a range of large telescope
facilities (de Pater et al., 2010). The impact was fully unexpected and its occurrence contradicted predicted impact rates
on Jupiter considered correct at the time of the Shoemaker-Levy
9 (SL9) impact in 1996 (Harrington et al., 2004). A year later,
the same amateur astronomer observed a short (1 s) bright flash
on Jupiter produced by a small size impact (Hueso et al.,
2010b). Four more flashes have been observed in Jupiter since
then. These flashes are considered to be caused by impacts of
objects with diameters from 5 to 20 m (Hueso et al., 2013,
2018b). The combined analysis of the ensemble of these observations results in an increased estimation of the impact rate with
respect to previous works (Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2010; Hueso
et al., 2013, 2018b).
Unexpected events like these (high plumes on Mars, dark
debris fields on Jupiter and flashes on Jupiter video observations) cannot be predicted and their discovery requires large
amounts of observing time that are generally only available
to the ensemble of amateur astronomers observing the planets.
Flashes on Saturn video observations caused by impacts
slightly larger than those in Jupiter are also potentially
luminous enough to be discovered with the same techniques.
Here we examine the detectability of such events with the help
of amateur astronomers that regularly observe the planets using
small telescopes. We also discuss ways to maximize the outcome of such observations.

2 Mars high altitude plumes
Mars surface dust and condensate clouds of water and CO2
ice can reach altitudes up to ~50–100 km above the surface.
Their vertical structure, aerographic location and seasonal
occurrence, have been analyzed using data from instruments

onboard spacecrafts orbiting Mars (Clancy et al., 2017; Wolff
et al., 2017). Clouds and dust have also been imaged by orbiters
as detached layers on the limb and terminator (Jaquin et al.,
1986; Santer et al., 1986; Clancy et al., 2007; Sánchez-Lavega
et al., 2018), and also as ‘‘protrusions’’ on the limb and terminator with the HST (Pellier, 2012; Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2015)
and from ground-based telescopes (Minami, 2003).
Figure 1 shows several instances of structures located high
in the Martian atmosphere. An exceptional event occurred on
Mars 2012 when 18 different amateur observers captured an
elevated, large projection at the terminator with a ‘‘plume-like’’
aspect (Fig. 1f and g) (Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2015). The
images showing the high plume were obtained at optical wavelengths with red, green and blue filters using telescopes with
apertures in the range 20–40 cm. The telescopes were equipped
with fast cameras using the lucky-imaging technique in some
cases allowing several observations over timescales of tens of
minutes. The plume was observed as it appeared in the morning
terminator as the planet was rotating, thus allowing a very
precise estimation of its altitude which was 200–250 km. This
extremely high altitude is well into the ionosphere and reaches
the exosphere of Mars making unreasonable a cloud formation
as the origin of the high plume. The plume was not detectable
when passing through the central meridian, and it could not be
seen in the afternoon limb, indicating a daily evolution
(Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2015). The event was observed during
several days on Mars morning terminator above Terra Cimmeria, a region where the weak Martian magnetic field shows an
anomaly with (Mitchell et al., 2007). The high-atmosphere
structure visible in the images extended 500–1000 km (EastWest and North-South) and exhibited a day-to-day variability,
lasting for 10 days in Mars 2012 and then reappearing for other
10 days in April 2012.
The origin of these remarkable phenomena remains
uncertain. Photometric models indicate that small-size particles
(0.1 lm in size) could produce the observed brightness and
spectral reflectance if composed of ice (preferred to dust).
However, neither ice, nor dust are expected to form or be lifted
in the atmosphere to this high altitude (Sánchez-Lavega et al.,
2015). Alternatively, if the plume resulted from emission
phenomena in an aurora-like process, at the location of an
anomaly of the Martian crustal magnetic field (Mitchell et al.,
2007), it would imply an aurora in Mars orders of magnitude
brighter than auroras in Earth. Additionally, if the plume
resulted from dust deposited by the destruction of a bolide in
the upper atmosphere, or by a higher concentration of interplanetary dust, there is no reason why there were two events
extended in time and why they were observed in the morning
but not in the evening.
Andrews et al. (2016) pointed to a possible connection of
these events with the impact of Solar CMEs in Mars, an interpretation that had been already proposed for a similar event
detected in 2003 by amateur astronomers (Minami, 2003).
Andrews et al. (2016) reported plasma observations by two
instruments onboard Mars Express (MEx): the Analyzer for
Space Plasmas and Energetic Atoms, ASPERA-3 (Barabash
et al., 2006) and the Mars Advanced Radar for Subsurface
and Ionospheric Sounding, MARSIS (Picardi et al., 2004;
Gurnett et al., 2005). These observations were simultaneous
to the events in 2012, and both instruments showed a disturbed
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Fig. 1. Plume-like events marked on Mars terminator: (a)–(d) CCD images from Isao Miyazaki on 8 November 2003 at (a) 11:23 UT,
(b) 11:23 UT (enhanced), (c) 11:41 UT (enhanced), (d) 12:00 UT (enhanced) (from Mimami, 2003), (e) HST on 17 May 1997 (from
Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2015), (f)–(g) CCD lucky-imaging from D. Parker on 21 March 2012 with an enlarged version of the plume event in
(g) (from Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2015).

ionosphere, most likely caused by the arrival at Mars of a series
of CMEs, the largest of which reached Mars on March 9,
3 days before the first report of the presence of the plume.
Due to the geometry of the MEx orbit, these observations took
place when the Region of Interest (ROI) was in the afternoon
terminator, where observations from Earth did not detect the
presence of any visible feature.
However, the connection of CMEs with the high-altitude
phenomena observed in 2012 remains a working hypothesis.
Although the mechanism that could create the observed plume
due to the impact of a CME is unknown, it is of great interest to
check the possible correlation between the two phenomena in
possible future events. If a CME is discovered propagating to
Mars, amateur astronomers can rapidly react to an alert obtaining observations of the planet. Alternatively, if amateur astronomers discover another high-plume event, then observations of
the plasma environment and ionosphere of Mars gathered by
MEx, Mars Atmosphere and Volatile EvolutioN (MAVEN) or
other spacecraft could prove the connection. CME alerts are
routinely launched by space weather agencies. At Martian
oppositions, the likelihood that a CME that impacts the Earth
also hits Mars is enhanced and current online services able to

study the propagation of CMEs in the inner solar system can
be also used. The fact that the visible plumes persisted for days
is consistent with the time scales of other phenomenologies
associated with the impact of CMEs on Mars (Duru et al.,
2017; Thampi et al., 2018). The uncertainties in models of
CME propagation through the inner Solar System suggest that
an observational program aimed to produce alerts should
suggest observations executed over several days requiring the
cooperation of amateur astronomers.
Figure 2 explores the observational conditions of Mars
comparing with the Solar cycle. Mars observing periods occur
every two Earth years and the Mars opposition in April 2014
occurred with the solar maximum activity with no reports of
high-plumes in the Martian atmosphere. Recent CMEs arriving
to Mars on February–March 2015 have been characterized
from observations obtained by MEx, MAVEN) and Mars
Odissey (MO) (Duru et al., 2017; Thampi et al., 2018).
However, these events have not been observed from Earth
due to the orbital positions of Earth and Mars, or from orbital
images sampling Mars limbs. Mars opposition in 2016
occurred near solar minimum and again no similar activity to
the events found in 2012 are present in amateur images
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Fig. 2. Mars observational periods since the 2012 event up to 2028. Mars apparent angular diameter (left axis, black line) and planet
declination (right axis, blue dashed line) mark the observational period of the planet. Minimums in the black curve show solar conjunction
periods where no observations from Earth can be obtained. Dates of Martian oppositions when the planet shows a bigger size are highlighted.
The last and next Mars oppositions are ideal for South and North hemisphere observers respectively. The connection with the solar activity is
shown through the average number of sunspots (red line, red right axis). The high-plume event discussed in the text occurred in March–April
2012 (green vertical area on the left). The last and next Mars oppositions are shown in magenta and pink lines.

gathered during that period. Although the last Martian opposition (July 2018) was well suited for ground-based observations,
the low level of solar activity resulted in a low probability to
make such a connection. To our knowledge, no CME has
arrived to Mars over the months close to the last opposition.
The Space Situation Awareness (SSA) program of the
European Space Agency (ESA) provides unified access to some
tools that may help observers determine if a CME impact is
expected on Mars. Among them, alerts of CMEs and halo
CMEs are issued by the Solar Influences Data Analysis Center
of the Royal Observatory of Belgium (ROB/SIDC). The
Heliospheric Weather Expert Service Centre of the UK
Meteorological Office (HELSWE) provides access to model
predictions of CME propagation in the heliosphere up to Mars
using ENLIL (Odstrcil, 2003), a large scale, physics-based
prediction model of the heliosphere. Additionally, if a plume
is observed, the SSA program provides tools that allow checking if transients in the solar wind have reached Mars previously
to the event. In particular, the Heliospheric Weather Expert
Service Centre Propagation Tool (PROPTOOL; Rouillard
et al., 2017) developed by the Centre de Données de la
Physique des Plasmas (CDPP), allows easy access to data from
different space probes and provides graphic tools (see Fig. 3)
that permit a characterization of solar wind transients and a
calculation of estimated times of arrival of CME to planets
and probes.
Other spaces agencies provide also space weather alerts and
prediction tools. The NOAA Space Weather Prediction Center
(SPWC) gives access to a complete set of alerts and forecasts,
and NASA’s Integrated Space Weather Analysis System
(iSWA), provides a very flexible and easy to use web-based
system that gives access to space weather information. In particular, iSWA provides access to the ‘‘Ensemble CME

WSA-ENLIL + Cone Predict Summary’’ (Pizzo et al., 2011)
that gives a summary of the results of a collection of WSAENLIL + Cone simulations. These simulations can be used
to estimate the probability that a given CME hits a particular
probe or planet. The tool also estimates the time of arrival in
case hits are predicted. An example of a WSA-ENLIL + Cone
simulation, run through the Community Coordinated Modelling Center (CCMC), is shown in Figure 4. Table 1 provides
a list of the web services and tools discussed in the text.

3 Jupiter impacts
3.1 Large impacts producing observable atmospheric
debris and their detectability

The SL9 series of impacts in Jupiter in July 1994 (Hammel
et al., 1995; Harrington et al., 2004) demonstrated that
planetary impacts can be observed safely on other planets from
telescopic observations. The SL9 impacts have been studied in
hundreds of scientific papers (see Harrington et al., 2004 for a
review) and attracted observations from most telescopes on
Earth including amateur observations with small telescopes.
At the time, most amateurs reported drawings of the impacts
(Pujic, 1994) but some of them were already using CCD
cameras producing scientific images at moments in time not
observed from professional observatories. Studies combining
professional and amateur observations tracked the impact
debris fields for months and the dispersal of the comet material
in Jupiter’s high atmosphere (Sánchez-Lavega et al., 1995).
The amateur involvement in the scientific outcome of the
SL9 event was small, but 15 years later, the unexpected discovery by A. Wesley, an Australian amateur observer, of a second
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Fig. 3. Screenshot of PROPTOOL. The figure shows the predicted arrival times at Mars of a CME detected on the 6 March 2012. Symbols at
different distances from the Sun represent Mercury and Messenger (green); Venus and Venus Express (orange); the Earth and SOHO (Blue);
STEREO A (red); STEREO B (blue) and Mars and Mars Express (Red). The field of view of SECCHI in STEREO A is shown in red.

Fig. 4. Example of a run of WSA-Enlil + Cone. Example of a run of WSA-Enlil + Cone showing a simulation of five consecutive CMEs on
March 2012. Panel (a) View of the Ecliptic plane; Panel (b) North–South plane including the Earth; Panel (c) Planispheric projection at 1 AU;
Panel (d) Comparison of temporal evolution of measured and predicted solar wind particles number density at Earth.
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Table 1. List of online services and propagation tools to study the
Sun-Mars connection.
Service
acronym

Webpage

ROB/SIDC
HELSWE

http://sidc.oma.be/
http://swe.ssa.esa.int/web/guest/metoffice-helswefederated
http://propagationtool.cdpp.eu
https://www.swpc.noaa.gov/products-and-data
https://iswa.gsfc.nasa.gov/IswaSystemWebApp/
https://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/

PROPTOOL
SPWC
iSWA
CCMC

large-scale impact in Jupiter in July 2009 (Sánchez-Lavega
et al., 2010) produced immediate excitement. Follow-up
observations were quickly obtained with telescopes such as
the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), the Very Large Telescope
(VLT), Gemini, NASA’s InfraRed Telescope Facility (IRTF)
and Keck. Reports of these observations focused on the dispersal of the debris left by the impact in Jupiter’s upper atmosphere
(Hammel et al., 2010; Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2010), the nature
of the impact body (Orton et al., 2011) and its effects on the

local chemistry and temperatures (Fletcher et al., 2010, 2011;
Fast et al., 2011). The long-term visibility of the debris was
studied with observations from several professional telescopes
observing in the near-infrared in strong methane absorption
bands (Orton et al., 2011) and with small telescopes and amateur observers observing in the visible and in the methane
absorption band at 890 nm (Sánchez-Lavega et al., 2011).
Figure 5 shows images of the impact material in Jupiter
from the original images acquired by A. Wesley to the quick
follow-up by HST and a comparison with the continuous study
from small size telescopes. The impact cloud material was
observable on amateur images until the end of September
2009. These images were acquired in the visible using broadband filters, where the impact features appear as clouds of
unusually dark material, but also in the 890 nm methane
absorption band, where impact debris features appear bright
due to the altitude of the debris material (about 1–10 mbar).
Using large telescopes such as the IRTF in Hawaii, the impact
cloud material continued to be observable in the strong hydrogen H2-H2 collision absorption band at 2.1 lm and the strong
methane absorption band in 2.3 lm images at least until
December 2009.
If such an event were observed again in favorable conditions close to Jupiter’s opposition, the better sensitivity of

Fig. 5. Debris field on Jupiter from the 2009 impact. (a) Discovery images obtained by Anthony Wesley. (b) HST/WFC3 image of Jupiter
showing the impact debris about seven Jupiter rotations later. (c) Series of observations with small-size telescopes of the expansion of the dark
debris. (d) Images obtained with HST over similar dates. Data from panel (a) from Sánchez-Lavega et al. (2010). Data from panels (b) and
(d) from Hammel et al. (2010). Data from panel (c) from Sánchez-Lavega et al. (2011).
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Fig. 6. Timeline of impact flashes on Jupiter. Summary of observations of impact flashes on Jupiter according to data published in Hueso
et al. (2018b). Observing periods are centered in each Jupiter opposition and extend about 9 months. The lack of impacts detected in 2014 and
2015 is accompanied by Jupiter oppositions in winter in the Northern hemisphere.

cameras currently used by amateur observers in the near
infrared would allow a longer time-line of observations of the
debris dispersal using filters centered in the strong methane
absorption band at 890 nm (cameras used by amateur observers
since 2016 have increased by a factor of 4 their quantum efficiency in the near infrared when compared with cameras used
in 2009). Smaller debris fields produced by smaller and more
frequent impacts can also be observable with the current technology and the larger number of amateur observers performing
high-quality observations or even using 1-m size telescopes.
An overall comparison of amateur observations of Jupiter
from 2009 to 2018 from images archived in the Planetary
Virtual Observatory and Laboratory (PVOL) database (Hueso
et al., 2010a, 2018a) shows excellent perspectives in this regard.
This database contains almost 40 000 observations of Solar
System planets since the year 2000 and can be consulted online
on its own website (http://pvol2.ehu.eus) or through the Virtual
European Space Planetary Access (VESPA) query interface
(http://vespa.obspm.fr/) (Erard et al., 2018). While PVOL has
been designed for scientific use of the data, we acknowledge
the existence of similar databases like that of the Association
of Lunar and Planetary Observers (ALPO) (http://alpo-j.asahikawa-med.ac.jp/), and many national astronomical databases
like that of the Societé Astronomique de France (SAF) (http://
www.astrosurf.com/planetessaf/). An inspection of images in
these databases and image repositories shows that, instead of

a large increase in quality in the images acquired by the best
observers, the main advantage of modern amateur data compared with amateur data obtained 10 years ago are: (i) the better
overall quality and the larger number of excellent observers able
to attain diffraction-limited images and, (ii) observations
acquired by a few excellent observers with access to telescopes
with apertures of 50 cm or larger. Additionally, statistical
analysis of data stored in the PVOL database shows that modern
amateur observations of Jupiter in 2016–2017 are 2.5 times
more numerous in visible wavelengths and 15 times more
numerous in the methane absorption filter than in 2009. These
methane band images are particularly useful for the discovery
and long-term track of impact debris. Considerable uncertainty
exists in the current impact rate on Jupiter. Hueso et al. (2018b)
present arguments suggesting that dark debris fields on Jupiter’s
atmosphere from intermediate size objects could be found once
every 4–12 years.
3.2 Jupiter flashes

Since June 2010 five impact flashes have been found on
Jupiter with the last one detected in May 2017 (Hueso et al.,
2010b, 2013, 2018b). Each of these impacts has been observed
by at least two observers using telescopes with apertures from
12.5 to 37 cm and generally close to Jupiter’s opposition.
Figure 6 shows a summary of these impact flashes and Table 2
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Table 2. Summary of flashing impacts in Jupiter (adapted from Hueso et al., 2018b).
Date (yr-mm-dd)
2010-06-03
2010-08-20
2012-09-10
2016-03-17
2017-05-26

Observer

Telescope diameter (cm)

Flash duration (s)

Estimated mass (103 kg)

A. Wesley
C. Go
M. Tachikawa
K. Aoki
M. Ishimaru
G. Hall
D. Petersen
G. Kernbauer
J. McKeon
S. Pedranghelu
T. Riessler
A. Fleckstein

37
28
15
23.5
12.5
30.5
30.5
20
28
20.3
20.3
28

1.9
0.95
1.4
1.9
1.1
1.7
Visual observation
1.15
1.30
1.38
0.88
0.92

105–780

summarizes the masses attributed to these objects and the
telescopes used for their discovery. Figure 7 shows the different
detections as a function of telescope diameter and as a function
of time. Bigger telescopes should be able to detect fainter
impacts, but the current statistics is so small that a general trend
in this relation cannot be observed. However, a trend towards
the increasing capability of detecting smaller flashes on recent
years seems apparent from this figure.
Hueso et al. (2013, 2018b) present a comparative analysis of
the properties of these impacts and calculate the statistics of
these events predicting impact rates for similar objects (diameters from 5–20 m depending on the density and masses from
Table 2) on Jupiter on the range of 10–65 impacts per year.
However, even if we could observe the planet almost continuously from the Earth, only 4–25 of these impacts would be
potentially observable as flashing impacts. This is so because
of the observational cycle of Jupiter that extends about
9 months per year at best, and because impacts on the occulted
side of the planet cannot be observed. Therefore, further discoveries of flashing impacts in Jupiter will require a considerable
amount of observational time and serendipitous discoveries by
the global community of amateur astronomers is the best
method to perform new impact detections.
There is an additional difficulty in detecting Jovian flashing
impacts. Even if Jupiter is observed while an impact happens,
and a video of the event is recorded with a reasonable signal
to noise ratio, it may still skip detection. The reason is that most
amateur observers obtain their video observations over long
observing sessions in order to build ‘‘stacked’’ images of the
planet that can be processed to build high-resolution images
(Mousis et al., 2014; Hueso et al., 2018a). The task of
transforming a video into a final images is generally performed
by automatic software tools that stack minutes of data
(Kraaikamp, 2016) erasing the potential signal of a short-time
visible impact in the final image. Additionally, only a small proportion of amateurs carefully check their video observations
while they are running a long observation run. Experience from
the previous five flashes shows that, in each case, only a single
observer detected each impact, either while performing his own
observation, or during a later analysis of their video. Confirming
videos for each impact only came out when other observers
heard about the impact and found the impact on their own video
data of the same observing instant knowing when the impact

205–610
500–950
403–805
75–130

happened. Thus, the ‘‘success rate’’ of these positive detections
is five impacts over 12 observations or 42% but could be lower if
more impacts have been recorded and passed unnoticed.
Noticeably, the brightest flash recorded (the Sept. 2012 impact
recorded by George Hall, an observer from USA) was not
initially detected in the video observation where it was later
found, but it was first announced by Dan Petersen, a visual
observer who was looking at the planet through its eyepiece that
night (see Hueso et al., 2013 for details). This means that
adequate software tools released to the amateur community
may improve the detectability of these events.

4 Detection software
Impacts can be automatically detected using differential
photometry algorithms in which each video frame is compared
with a reference image showing the impact location. Software
tools aimed to detect impacts exist indeed for the analysis of
videos of the non-illuminated observable part of the Moon like
the MIDAS software (Madiedo et al., 2015). However, Jupiter
observations have different requirements (large magnification
and strong influence of the atmospheric seeing, bright background in the pixels where the impact happen, large variety of
acquisition cameras and video formats). While it would be
almost impossible to set-up a server where individual observers
could upload their raw observations for analysis (that would
require a large infrastructure capable of analyzing hundreds of
Terabytes of data), we have developed an open source software
tool called DeTeCt that performs this task and that can be distributed to individual observers willing to perform the search
of impacts. Because of historical reasons there are two versions
of the software being used by the amateur community DeTeCt2
(a Windows/Linux application running from the command line)
and DeTeCt3.1 (a Windows application with a Graphical User
Interface that has been developed to make the software easier
to use for a wider audience). The development of DeTeCt3.1
has been one of the virtual activities of the Planetary Space
Weather Services (PSWS) offered by the Europlanet H2020
Research Infrastructure (André et al., 2018). Both software tools
can analyze hundreds of video files recursively from a specified
folder and both run essentially the same detection algorithm.
In both cases, they produce ‘‘detection images’’ and log files that
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code is also available in the github platform with the project
name: ‘‘DeTeCt-PSWS’’ under license GNU AGPLv3 (see
https://github.com/DeTeCt-PSWS/DeTeCt-MFC). The software
is open source, documented, and can be modified accordingly.
We now give a summarized description of the algorithms
and steps followed by DeTeCt to analyze video observations
and find short flashes of light. Because video observations of
Jupiter are affected by the quality of the equipment used and
the quality of the atmospheric seeing, designing a software tool
that accommodates to a vast variety of video properties is difficult and the software produces some false positives. For this
reason, the software accommodates two strategies that run in
parallel: a detection algorithm, and the built of a detection
image for each video that can be quickly inspected by a human
user. Users of the software can find practical information in a
user guide describing the interface and the configurable parameters in the software. Figure 8 summarizes the steps followed
by the software in a graphical way.

Fig. 7. Estimated masses of impact objects in Jupiter. (a) As a
function of the telescope diameter used in the detection, (b) As a
function of the time of the discovery. Solid and dashed lines
represent possible fits to the ensemble of the data and the minimum
detected masses respectively.

are sent to one of us (M.D.) for statistical analysis of the nondetections. Updated results are published online on: http://
www.astrosurf.com/planetessaf/doc/project_detect.shtml
Considerable efforts were put in the software to analyze the
large range of video formats produced by cameras used by
amateur astronomers. The software and its source code are
available at the PVOL database (http://pvol2.ehu.es/psws/
jovian_impacts) together with background scientific information and a software guide with detailed instructions. The source

1. Video coregistration: Each video is analyzed first finding
the planet’s location on the first frame of the video. This
frame is used to define a ROI containing the planet
through the calculation of the center of brightness (CB)
of the image. This planet location works better after
subtracting an average background calculated from the
borders of the image. The definition of this ROI is shown
in Figure 9. The CB location is used to obtain vertical and
horizontal photometric cuts that define the size of the
planet through the use of a convenient brightness threshold (red lines on panels b and c in Fig. 9) and a security
margin. The CB is identified in subsequent frames shifting
each frame to coregister them with the initial frame. This
procedure can produce small errors in the coregistration
of different frames. In blurred frames, the errors can as
high as 10 pixels. For this reason, a second step is to compute the final shifts for the best coregistration between the
analyzed frame and the first one using a two-dimensional
correlation algorithm.
2. Differential photometry: A reference ‘‘stacked’’ image is
built as the video file is read and from the coregistered
frames. The last N frames are used for this purpose where
N can be defined by the user and is generally 50 frames.
If the software is analyzing the first frames of the video
the reference is built with a lower number of the frames
preceding the one being analyzed. Each frame is normalized in brightness with respect to the first one to avoid
brightness variations produced by passing high cirrus.
For each frame, a differential photometry image is built
by subtracting the last reference. Differential images are
noisy and have their highest values generally concentrated
on the limb of the planet where the planet shape continuously distorts by varying seeing. An impact would appear
as a region of closely packed bright pixels. To avoid spurious detections produced by hot pixels or pixel noise we
apply a median filter to the differential photometry image
and a small smoothing factor. The radius of these filters
has been optimized after extensive testing from the
11 video files where impacts have been detected in the
past. After these smoothing steps the impact region generally contains the brightest pixels in the differential images.
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Fig. 8. DeTeCt algorithm. Main steps involved in video processing and flash detection.

3. Analysis: For each differential photometry frame the
value of the brightest pixel and its location are stored
in a list. After the video has been fully analyzed the
software examines this list looking for differential values
higher than a minimum threshold and with x-y coordinates closer than a 10 pixel difference. These data are
analyzed by the software to produce a detection message.
Figure 10 shows an example of these data for the Sept.
2012 impact.
4. Detection image: In parallel to these steps DeTeCt
builds a ‘‘detection image’’ that should be checked visually by the software user. This image is built from coregistered frames. For each pixel, the difference between the
brightest value at that location and its average is produced. The detection image is analyzed by the software looking for its brightest location. Figure 8 shows
outputs from the software in the form of detection images
over a variety of video observations. False negative
detections are not covered in this figure but generally
concentrate in the limb of the planet (like in panel e in
Fig. 11) and in satellites or satellite shadows over the
planet.
In bright impacts both detection methods find the impact
at the same location but in weak impacts, or in videos obtained

under a bad atmospheric seeing, they may produce different
results. Detection images can be examined by the user to
identify false positive detections and the software user guide
contains several examples of detection images. Figure 11
shows some of these examples for detections of true impacts
in the planet summarized in Table 2. Figures 11a–11c, 11f
and 11g show clear detections of impacts considered bright
from their derived properties (see Table 2). Figures 11d and
11e shows examples of analyses where the detection image
shows the presence of an impact unambiguously but the temporal analysis of the photometry does not. Furthermore, some
video files have low quality and the software is not able to find
an impact even if a true impact can be observed in the video file
(Fig. 11e). However, detection images are always a quick way
to determine if a possible event is present in the video file or
not. Success rates for the 11 video recording are: 55% for
the detection algorithm and 90% for the automatic analysis
of detection images. Direct observation of the videos is only
accurate if the observer is willing to spend his time reviewing
observations. However, the main advantage of the DeTeCt
software is that it can be used without any interaction from
the user to analyze large collections of video files. Thus, the
user should only spend his time reviewing the detection images
and log files. The use of the software by a large number of
amateurs may result in detections of new impacts but also of
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Fig. 9. Detection algorithm. (a) The first frame of the video is used to define a ROI using the CB of the image and vertical and horizontal
scans displayed on panels (b) and (c). A given threshold with a margin allows to compute a box surrounding the planet. Panel (d) shows a
differential photometry image produced by the software where the impact location is highlighted with a green cross.

old impacts that were not discovered at the time of the
observation.

5 Impacts detection campaigns and global
analysis

Fig. 10. Analysis of the photometry data. The brightest pixel on the
differential image (black line and dots, left axis) is compared with
respect to a detection threshold (dashed magenta line). For an impact
to be detected the brightest region of this curve must also verify that
the location of the brightest pixel is nearly continuous (blue and
orange line on the right axis). The impact is detected by the software
in the region highlighted in yellow. Example is for the September
2012 impact.

Current observations are carried out by several collaborators. Although up to now none of the discovered impact
flashes has been detected by running this software we recall
that the software is only being used by a small percent of the
amateur community and we are working towards a wider
use of DeTeCt. Both versions of the DeTeCt software produce short text log files with timing of the videos that are
sent to one of us (M.D.) for statistical analysis. This analysis
is done by a set of software scripts that we use to know how
much time the network of collaborators are observing Jupiter
in search for impacts. Currently, the software has been used
by 78 observers examining more than 76 800 video files equivalent to about 87 days of observations distributed unevenly
over the last few years. A similar survey of Saturn videos with
17 observers has accumulated a total observation time
equivalent to 11.4 days with negative results in the search
of impacts on Saturn so far. Updates of these statistics are
reported on: http://www.astrosurf.com/planetessaf/doc/project_
detect.shtml. We expect that users of the software will be far
more numerous in the near future since DeTeCt3.1 (which is
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Fig. 11. Detection images produced by the software. Detection images from the analysis with DeTeCt3.1 of video observation of true impacts
by (a) A.W., (b) C.G., (c) M.T., (d) M.I., (e) K.A., (f) G.H., (g) J.McK., (h) G.K., (i) T.R. Red-crosses are automatically generated by the
software highlighting the impact detected in the photometry analysis. Green-crosses are automatically generated by the software analyzing the
detection images. In robust detections, they point to the same location but sometimes only, the detection image finds the impact (h). In some
cases of weak impacts or lower quality videos, none of the two methods find the impact (e) but a trained eye can distinguish a true impact in
the detection image.

more user friendly than the previous version) was only released
on March 2018.

6 Perspectives and conclusions
The last Mars opposition in July 2018 attracted a high
interest of the amateur observers due to the favorable
conditions of the opposition with Mars reaching 24.3 arcsec
in diameter. This opposition occurred at solar minimum, but
the next two Mars oppositions in October 2020 and December
2022 will also result in high-quality observations of the planet
due to its large apparent size (Fig. 2). The solar activity will be
close to maximum in December 2022 with a declination of
+25 ° favoring observers from North latitudes where a higher
number of amateur observers reside. In the case of a CME with
a high probability to arrive to Mars, a quick alert can be issued
to amateurs through popular sites such as the PVOL database
where regular alerts on Jupiter, Saturn and Neptune meteorological features are issued.
Amateur astronomers are actively searching impacts in
Jupiter (Hueso et al., 2018a) and Saturn using DeTeCt.

A related field is the search of smaller-size flash impacts in
the Moon (Madiedo et al., 2014; Ortiz et al., 2015) where
amateurs can largely contribute. Impacts on Mars seem not
possible to detect from ground-based observations. Fresh
craters on Mars discovered by different Mars orbiters (Daubar
et al., 2013, 2014) could be produced by objects hitting the
planet with about 200 times less energy than Jovian impacts
detected by amateur observers. The impact rate on Mars
(Stevanocić et al., 2017) suggests that flashes impact on Mars
with energies releases 10 times lower than those observed on
Jupiter (and hence, still potentially observable) would only
appear once every 80 years at most making this possibility
an extremely unlikely discovery.
Existing data stored in the archives of the global amateur
community may contain other events of high-atmospheric
structures on Mars upper atmosphere or non-detected impacts
in Jupiter or Saturn. This can be the case especially for
marginal detections in the limit of the quality of the original
observations. However, as technology improves (low-cost more
sensitive faster cameras) and amateurs become more aware of
these phenomena the chances of non-detecting future events
will diminish. Higher quality images of Mars will ease the
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search of high-atmospheric phenomena, and impacts produced
by smaller objects impacting Jupiter more often will be observable with small telescopes. The brightest impact flashes of the
next few years will be better characterized from the high
cadence of the observations that are possible now (many
amateurs currently record videos of Jupiter at 60 frames per
second). For Saturn we have never witnessed a direct impact
in the planet, but the consequences of small impacts in the rings
have been observed with Cassini images (Tiscareno et al.,
2013) and the long-term effect of large impacts on Saturn’s
rings has also been observed (Hedman et al., 2011). Impacts
produced by objects roughly five times more massive than
those producing flashes on Jupiter could produce flashes on
Saturn that would be detectable with telescopes used by amateur astronomers and their range of detectors. Unfortunately,
Saturn is a more difficult target, it attracts a smaller number
of observers and, generally, only advanced amateurs produce
high-quality observations of this planet. Since the impact rate
in Saturn is still less constrained than that of Jupiter it is
difficult to estimate the chances of finding similar flashes on
this planet. However, these chances continue to increase and,
eventually, a Saturn flash impact will be discovered.
In both science cases, amateur observers play a pivotal role
and will continue to do so in the near future.
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